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Abstract

Modeling a complex application in grid environments
concerns about how to describe application modules, data
sets and module relationships so that an application can be
seamlessly integrated with grid middlewares. In this paper,
we present a high-level abstract language for domain scien-
tists to model distributed applications. GAMDL describes
the dataflow structures of domain complex problems and
allows control logics to be defined within dataflow using
conditioned properties and conditioned pipes. GAMDL is
intuitive and very easy to use for users without knowledge
of grid computing and the use of multiple-value property
makes GAMDL much more powerful than other languages
to describe similar application entities. Also, driven and
used by a production application, GAMDL serves as a ba-
sis for the integration between a grid metascheduler and
workflow systems in GRACCE project.

1 Introduction

Grid environments [3] are increasingly being used by
domain scientists with large-scale applications [1, 16, 19].
These applications are no longer being developed as mono-
lithic codes, but incorporate multiple dependent modules,
and entail the transfer and storage of a large amount of
data. Enabling such an application on grid environments is
much more complex than enabling an application that can
be wrapped as a simple grid job. Several issues need to be
addressed, such as description of application structure, grid
metascheduling and workflow execution coordinations.

Modeling a domain application in grid environments
concerns about how to describe application computational
modules, data sets and module relationships so that an ap-
plication can be seamlessly integrated with grid middle-
wares. Most of current workflow description languages
model application control-flow on the middleware level
with terms like job or service, assuming users have knowl-
edge of grid computing. Related workflow engines also
have very limited or even no grid-level scheduling function-

alities. Additional extensions are required to integrate with
a grid metascheduler [12].

In this paper, we present a high-level abstract language
for domain scientists to describe their applications for grid
deployment and integration, GRACCE Application Mod-
eling and Description Languages (GAMDL). GAMDL de-
scribes the dataflow structures of domain complex prob-
lems, and allows the definition of control logics within ap-
plication dataflow using conditioned properties and condi-
tioned pipes. GAMDL is intuitive and very easy to use for
users without background of grid computing and is much
more powerful than other languages to describe similar ap-
plication entities using multiple-value properties.

GAMDL design is not purely language based, but with
direct application and support for grid middleware integra-
tion. GAMDL is driven, and used by a production appli-
cation, UH AQF [11], and serve as a basis for the integra-
tion between a grid metascheduler and workflow systems in
GRACCE project [15]. GAMDL associates job specifica-
tion within application description, addressing the issueof
integrating grid application and job workflow in the level
of application description. GAMDL also allows job execu-
tion history to be specified in application description, which
may be utilized by a grid metascheduler for resource co-
allocation and execution prediction.

The papers is organized as follows. In the next section,
related works for application modeling and workflow de-
scription are studied, and background of GAMDL are intro-
duced. Section 3 describes the specific features of GAMDL
along with its constructs and related examples. Section 4
presents GRACCE metascheduling architecture and how
GAMDL is integrated in GRACCE. Finally, conclusions
and future work are outlined.

2 Air Quality Forecasting Application and
GRACCE Architecture

To meet the requirements of both domain users and
grid integration, we defined a set of XML schema, called
GAMDL for grid application modeling and description.
GAMDL is the result of enabling Air Quality Forecasting



(AQF) application on UH campus grid in GRACCE project
[2].

AQF application is an integrated computational model
for regional and local air quality forecasts that is composed
of three subsystems: MM5, SMOKE, and CMAQ [2]. AQF
execution is a computational sequence of the three subsys-
tems with increasing resolution and decreasing geographi-
cal boundaries. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of a nested
2-day forecasting operation over a single region of interest
by a three-domain computation, 36km domain for continen-
tal USA, the 12km for south central USA, and the 4km for
a smaller geographic region. Each rectangle represents a
computational module and each arrow indicates the flow of
data between modules.
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Figure 1. AQF Module Workflow

GAMDL is part of GRACCE (Grid Application Coor-
dination, Collaboration and Execution) project, which was
proposed to develop a set of grid middlewares for grid ap-
plication deployment. Started from the AQF application,
GRACCE aims to provide domain scientists an application-
specific grid environment, supporting from the management
of an application and its dataset, to the automatic execu-
tion and viewing of results. In Section 4, we will introduce
GRACCE architecture and how GAMDL is integrated in
GRACCE.

GRACCE metascheduler architecture has three compo-
nents, a metascheduler that plans job execution and co-
allocates resources for workflow tasks, GridDAG event-
driven workflow system that coordinate workflow execu-
tion, and EPExec runtime execution and monitoring sys-
tem [12], as shown in Figure 2.

The life-cycle of a grid workflow job in this architecture
is described briefly below:

1. Grid users submit to the metascheduler a workflow job
(possibly with preferred deadline) specified using the
application GAMDL.

2. Metascheduler plans the execution of the tasks and the
dependency handling mechanisms, and allocates re-
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Figure 2. GRACCE Architecture

sources for tasks executions. As a result, the job’s EP
that includes the decision details is outputted.

3. The job’s EP is forwarded to EPExec for job execution,
which submits tasks to their allocated resources and
monitors their executions.

4. During execution, GridDAG workflow system handles
task dependencies and decides whether task dependen-
cies are resolved.

In GRACCE, metascheduler is defined as “a grid mid-
dleware that discovers, evaluates and co-allocates resources
for grid jobs, and coordinates activities between multiple
heterogeneous schedulers that operate at the local or clus-
ter level”. GRACCE metascheduling architecture separates
job execution from the metascheduler, making scheduling
process independent from underlying grid middleware for
job execution. This allows metascheduler to work with var-
ious remote execution utilities. The separation is achieved
by the concept of Execution Plan (EP) for a workflow job.
The job EP contains scheduling decisions for each task and
mechanisms for dependency handling, and a separate run-
time system translates the EP into execution-specific scripts
for job execution and controls.

Workflow Support in GRACCE

GRACCE addresses two issues in supporting workflow
applications in a grid scheduling architecture, workflow ap-
plication description and workflow execution and monitor-
ing. Compared to other similar efforts as we discussed in
Section 6, GRACCE solutions to these two issues have the
following advantages:

• GRACCE workflow application description are much
more abstract and closer to end users, relieving users
from specifying so much details about workflow struc-
ture and execution.



• GRACCE workflow execution control and monitoring
components are designed as an independent compo-
nents of workflow description and scheduling. Differ-
ent components can be developed to support different
remote execution utilities, such as different versions of
Globus toolkit, raw remote rsh/ssh/rpc, or direct call to
local schedulers.

• Pluggable scheduling algorithm in between

3 GRACCE Application Modeling and De-
scription Language

Compared with other similar methods, GAMDL has the
following features:

• Describes both application dataflow (DAG) and con-
trol logics (loops and branches);

• The supporting workflow and runtime systems are in-
tegrated with a grid metascheduler;

• Includes the job specifications of application mod-
ules to support workflow-orchestratedmetascheduling.
These specifications include job resource requirements
and module execution history or profiles;

• Easy-to-use and powerful, for example, similar mod-
ules can be easily described using multiple-vale prop-
erties; the description document is structured and clear
by using entity Uid and Uid reference.

• Supporting partial workflow definition

3.1 Structures and Basic Concepts

GAMDL provides two documents to describe a dis-
tributed application and its workflow, theApplicationdocu-
ment and theAppRundocument. TheApplicationdocument
defines application entities, such as executables, data files
and modules, and the dependency relationships of the de-
fined entities. It includes four major child elements,appEx-
ecutables, appDataFiles, appModules, andappMdRships.
TheAppRundocument describe a workflow of an applica-
tion, such as the modules that are required for the work-
flow, the start module(s) and the start time of the workflow.
The Application document provides a high-level abstract
description of the application from the viewpoints of end
users and it should encompass all the related entities for an
application. TheAppRundocument specifies an execution
of the application. The use ofAppRundocument gives users
more flexibilities to specifies different workflows based on
their needs without each time to redefine a new application.
This is especially useful for some reoccuring execution of
an application.

A module represents an application component whose
execution accomplishes certain application tasks. A model
consumes computational resources and input data set and
generates output data. A module includes one or more mod-
ule jobs, each of which is able to finish the module task.An
executableis an application binary or script. An executable
could be in different modules with different execution spec-
ifications and resource requests.Data Filesare application
files for module computations, including files already avail-
able in storage resources and files that are generated during
execution.

The uid (universal id) attribute of an entity uniquely
identifies the entity, and an entity can be referenced by its
uid. The use ofuid’s allows users to re-use the entities
which are already defined for other applications. Appli-
cation entities are normally defined in several documents.
TheApplicationor AppRundocumentreferences these doc-
uments and references the defined entities using theiruid’s.

A Multiple-value property (mvproperty) is a prop-
erty that may have multiple values. It is defined as
mvpName = {v0, v1, ..., vn}, and is referenced by
$mvpName. #mvpName returns the number of val-
ues defined. A reference tomvpName duplicates
#mvpName times the referencing sentence; and in each
duplicate, the reference is replaced with one of its val-
ues. For example, if we definesign = {+,−}, and
number = {10, 100}, ${sign}${number} yields all the
four possible combination of{+,−} and {10, 100}, i.e.
{+10, +100,−10,−100}. Mvproperties are widely used
to define similar application entities, such as one executable
with several execution instances. For example, if we de-
fine md = {mm5}, dmsz = {36K, 12K, 4K}, day =

{1d, 2d}, theuhaqf − $md − $dmsz − $day mvproperty
represents all 6 instances (#md ∗ #dmsz ∗ #day) of the
AQF MM5 modules in Figure 1.

3.2 Application Dataflow Descriptions

GAMDL models the dataflow of a grid application using
the same concept as DAG, and specifies both the depen-
dency relationships between modules and the associated in-
termediate files in these relationships. Dependency relation-
ships are defined in either parent-children (PCn) pattern or
child-parents (CPs) pattern. A PCn relationship has a parent
module and one or more child modules, and a CPs relation-
ship has a child module and one or more parent modules.
Intermediate files in a relationship are specified as pipes. A
pipe has apipeInand apipeOutelements;pipeInspecifies
the piped output file of the parent task, andpipeOutspeci-
fies the piped input file of the child task. Each pipe is only
for one intermediate file.

GAMDL dependency specification allows the decision
about whether a dependency should be handled to be made



during application execution by using conditioned pipes. A
conditioned pipeassociates a pipe with anif boolean con-
dition which will be evaluated on runtime. If it evaluates
true, the pipe is handled; otherwise, the pipe is not handled.
If the conditions of all pipes in a relationship are evaluated
as false, runtime dependencies are not established and the
child module will not be executed.

AQF Example

The GAMDL document for AQF application in Figure 1
is shown in the following. The included mvproperty file
uhaqf.mvproperties defines three mvproperties:

md={mm5, smoke, cmaq}
dmsz={36K, 12K, 4K}
day={1d, 2d}

Another mvproperty,mdName($md,$dmsz,$day) , is
defined asuhaqf-$md-$dmsz-$day . MdNamewill be
forked into 18 (which is #md*#dmsz*#day ) values to rep-
resent all the AQF computational modules. AppExecuta-
bles, appDataFiles and appModules reference all the re-
quired entities by their Uids.The complete description
document is appended in Appendix A.

Implementation IssuesFor appMdDeps element, we
want to note here that the duplicating of mvproperty ref-
erencing sentences is per-element based in an XML doc-
ument by a GAMDL preprocessor. When the preproces-
sor encounters a reference to a mvproperty, it duplicates
the nearest outer element that contains the reference. This
element is called the containing element of a mvproperty
reference. The processor does not recursively process the
same mvproperty references in the child element of the con-
taining element, instead, instantiates all references to the
mvproperty in a duplicate element with the same value. For
nested mvproperty likemdName($md,$dmsz,$day) ,
the processor will not instantiate the referenced mvproper-
ties in its definition. Instead, the processor first replacesit
with its value string without duplicating the containing el-
ement, and then processes the document. Following these
rules, the mvproperty references in theuid attribute of CP-
sRship element cause the duplication of an entire CPsRship
element.

Based on the above rules, it is much easier to explain
the appMdDeps element in AQF gridApp. AppMdDeps has
nine CPsRship elements and here we just show one of them.
It specifies the CPs relationships between the correspond-
ing SMOKE and MM5 modules and will be forked into six
(#dmsz*#day ) CPs relationships.

Finally, we note that in specifying dependency relation-
ships, mixing CPsRship and PCnRships are not allowed.
The preprocessor checks the consistencies of these relation-
ships and the intermediate files.

3.3 Control Logics Descriptions

Although GAMDL is mainly a dataflow definition lan-
guage, it allows the specification of control structures, such
as loops and branches. These structures are required for
the workflow in which the module dependency relationships
and the intermediate files can only be decided based on
some runtime parameters. For example, one module gen-
erates different output files in different executions and these
files are needed by different child modules. The PCn rela-
tionship and the associated intermediate files can only be
decided when the parent module finishes. Some mecha-
nisms similar as if-else programming statement are required
to handle such situation.

GAMDL allows the specification of control logic by
using conditioned pipes and variables. Avariable is a
<name, value> pair associated with anif condition. When
assigning a new value to it, only if theif condition is eval-
uated astrue, the assignment can be made. An assignment
without an if condition is always made. If thevalue be-
ing assigned is in the format ofvalue1:value2, value1 is
assigned if theif condition is evaluated astrue andvalue2
is assigned if theif condition is evaluated asfalse. A condi-
tion can reference system environment variables, variables
defined in other modules and condition functions. A mod-
ule may assign values to conditioned properties before its
execution (inpreAssignelement) and/or after its execution
(in postAssignelement).

An Example of Workflow with Loops and Conditional
Branches

In the workflow of Figure 3, module md2 generates differ-
ent outputs (F1, F2 or others) in different loops and the out-
puts are processed by module md3, md4 or md5. The loop
count is 100.
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Figure 3. Workflow with Loop and Condition

In the GAMDL specification showing below, module
md1 post-assigns a property “loop”, whose initial value is
100 and stride is -1. Module md2 post-assigns two prop-
erties, F1recent and F2recent. F1recent is set as “true”



if file F1 is generated by md2 in last execution, other-
wise F1recent is set as “false”; and so as for F2recent.
The pipe condition formd3-md2-CPs CPsRship is set as
pipe(F1)&&F1recent , which is evaluated as “true” if
F1 is generated in last execution and is available for pip-
ing in. The setup for F2-pipe inmd4-md2-CPs CPsRship
and and else-pipe inmd5-md2-CPs CPsRship are similar.
Loop control is specified in CPs relationship of md1 and
md6; and a null pipe is created with conditionloop<100 .
See Appendix B for the complete document description.

To conclude this section, we note that although GAMDL
can specify complex workflow structures by using condi-
tioned properties and conditioned pipes, their usage intro-
duce additional complexities in reasoning application log-
ics. For dataflow applications that can be modeled as DAGs,
it is not necessary to use such features.

3.4 GAMDL Module Job Specification

In GAMDL, job specification is associated with module
description so that job workflow can be easily constructed
from module dependencies. A module have parent mod-
ules and child modules. In anAppRundocument of an ap-
plication, which specifies an execution, the included mod-
ules, their dependency relationships and the start module(s)
constructs a module graph. The associated job(s) for these
modules construct the execution workflow of theAppRun.
Which job to chose to construct the workflow is left to the
metascheduler to make the decisions.

GAMDL module job specification is similar as Globus
RSL [20] or GGF Job Submission Description Language
(JSDL) [18] in terms of specifying job submission de-
tails. But in GAMDL, resource allocation decisions, such
as job execution hosts are not specified, which will be made
by a grid metascheduler. After such decisions are made,
GAMDL job specification can be translated to an RSL for
Globus job submission.

Another difference between GAMDL job specification
and RSL is GAMDL provides much more flexibilities than
RSL for application-specific grid scheduling. In GMJSL,
job resource specification are associated with application
workflow. When allocating resources for module jobs,
a scheduling system makes resource allocation decisions
based on the module dependencies relationships, for exam-
ple, sibling module jobs are allocated concurrent resources.
Using RSL, users are required to specified the resource mul-
tirequests for the purpose of resource co-allocation [6, 7]
based on application workflow. RSL itself cannot asso-
ciates the workflow when specifying the resource requests,
and scheduling systems have to refer to another workflow
descriptions document to coordinate the application-level
scheduling.

GAMDL also introduces job profile specification, thus

allows a metascheduler to utilize the historical information
of module executions to help resource allocation decision
making. For applications like AQF that run everyday with
similar scenarios, it is very easy to predict the execution sce-
nario of a module on the resources on which the module has
been executing. Based on such predictions, metascheduler
can make much better decisions of resource co-allocation.
Also statistical analysis, data normalization and scalingmay
also be performed on the history executions for other pur-
poses in scheduling, such as the coordination between ap-
plications.

4 Workflow Execution and Monitoring in
GRACCE

GAMDL is part of GRACCE metascheduling archi-
tecture. In GRACCE solutions, Domain users are only
required to provide application descriptions and spec-
ify their resource requirements using GAMDL. GRACCE
metascheduler is responsible for allocating grid resources
for application modules, place module jobs on resources for
execution and monitor them, and return the results back to
users.

4.1 GRACCE Appdesc

GRACCE Appdesc is a set of utilities and GUI tools be-
ing developed for application users to use GAMDL and
manage GAMDL applications. Currently, Appdesc in-
cludes a GAMDL preprocessor and parser, and a GUI inter-
face to view an application description, and to launch and
monitor an AppRun.

Appdesc GAMDL preprocessoris a utility to manipu-
late the GAMDL document defined by users. The major two
functionalities of the preprocessor are to validate a GAMDL
document, and to instantiate mvproperty references. In
validation, the preprocessor validates the GAMDL XML
document against its schema, and check the consistence
of the document. Specific consistence checking includes
DAG graph checking, dependencies relationships consis-
tence checking, and entity reference, file reference and
mvproperty reference checking. The preprocessor instan-
tiates mvproperty reference following the rule we describe
before.

Appdesc GAMDL parser translates a GAMDL docu-
ment into Java objects as the internal representation of an
application and its AppRuns. To support the integration be-
tween GRACCE metascheduler, workflow system and exe-
cution system, only the GAMDL parser is allowed to mod-
ify these objects.

Appdesc GUI is a Java graphical interface for end users
to manage their applications and appruns. From Appdesc



GUI, users are able to loadApplicationandAppRundocu-
ments and display them in a tree or graph view. See Ap-
pendix x for a snapshot of the Appdesc GUI. Appdesc GUI
also provides users interfaces to generate execution sched-
ule for an AppRun workflow, to launch the AppRun using
one of the generated scheduler and monitor it.

Currently, Appdesc GUI does not support editing an ap-
plication or appRun and users have to modify the GAMDL
document to change the application or appRUn. But GUI
and drag-and-drog editing feature is currently under devel-
opment. Also, GRACCE itself only impleneted local sched-
ule for an AppRun.

4.2 GRACCE Workflow System

The GRACCE workflow system is calledGridDAG .
GridDAG is not a complete workflow execution or enacting
engine that is able to execute and monitor workflow tasks.
Instead, GridDAG is an event-driven workflow coordination
system that is responsible only for handling and coordinat-
ing tasks dependencies. EPExec runtime system executes
and monitors workflow tasks based on the events sent from
GridDAG. A standalone runtime system for executing and
monitoring workflow tasks provides much more flexibilities
in integrating workflow system, metascheduler and various
grid utilities. Each of them can be self-developed and inte-
grates together with defined interfaces. Various remote job
execution system, such as Globus GRAM, ssh, rsh can be
used in EPExec.

As shown in Figure 2, there are four components in
GridDAG to support the eventing mechanisms, event chain
builder, chain deployer, GridDAG agent, and DepResolver.
The chain builder reads job execution plan forwarded from
metascheduler and generate the event chains according to
the EP. An event chain is a sequence of the events flowing
between the event producer and consumers in the predefined
order. The chain builder also decides who are the producer
and consumer; and what events are going to be generated by
each producer and to be received by each consumer. Grid-
DAG agents installed on each grid resources coordinate the
runtime event activities by playing the role of both event
producers and consumers. Another GridDAG module, De-
pResolver is configured to received all event notifications
and keeps track of the states of tasks’ dependencies (a task
may have more than one dependencies). When all depen-
dencies of a tasks are resolved, DeResolver takes certain
actions, which are typically sending requests to EPExec for
job submission or control.

4.3 Pluggable scheduling module

For each appRun workflow, several execution schedule
can be generated.

5 GRACCE Workflow in UH AQF Applica-
tion

In GRACCE architecture, the scheduling and execution
of AQF application is modeled as follows:

• AQF application is modeled and described in a
GAMDL Applicationdocument.

• An AQF execution (could be a full execution or a par-
tial execution) is specified in anAppRundocument.

• Using GRACCE Appdesc, end users load AQFAppli-
cationandAppRundocuments.

• End users generate a schedule for an AppRun by speci-
fying certain scheduling parameters, such as start time,
reoccuring, etc.

• End users launch an AppRun using one of the gener-
ated schedule and monitor it.

In the tree layout of the AQF workflow in Figure 4, some
modules can be concurrently executed.

Figure 4. AQF Workflow Tree

5.1 Generate A Local Schedule

Workflow scheduling and enaction is often concerned
with how to launch workflow modules in the proper order
and how to handle module dependencies. The commonly-
used policies is to launch a module or submit a job to launch
the module when the parent modules are completed and
their dependencies are properly handled. In a distributed
or grid environment, it is often hard to find an immedi-
ately available resources for a ready module and a randomly
submitted module job is often held in local queue. So, to
schedule workflow for performance purpose (or to schedule
workflow application with user perferred deadline), addi-
tional policies or techniques must be expolited. For exam-
ple, how to schedule independent modules for the best con-
currency, how to plan the execution of workflow modules,



or reserve resources in advance for module execution. Also,
the processing of intermediate files should be considered in
making the scheduling decisions.

To study the behavior of a workflow scheduler, in
GRACCE, we first consider a local workflow scheduler, i.e.,
the workflow is executed on a single resource, such as a
cluster or a SMP box, which often has shared file system.
In such setup, if the intermedidate files between dependent
modules are stored in the shared file system and accessible
to all the modules, a child module can be started immedi-
ately as long as its parents modules generate the required
intermediate files. So when schedule workflow modules,
there is no need to schedule file transfers.

AQF modules have been executed on a 48-cpu Xeon
cluster, and we have performed thorough profiling of the
execution of each AQF module, including the wall-clock
execution time using different number of cpus and the sizes
of generated files. Most of the AQF parallel modules have
the best performance and scalability around 16 cpus. The
profiles for module execution time (in minutes) are shown
in the following table:

Module T(m) Module T(m)
ETA Download 20 CMAQ 36k d2 22

MM5 36k 48 CMAQ 36k d3 6
MM5 12k 48 CMAQ 12k d1 22
MM5 4k 220 CMAQ 12k d2 22

SMOKE 36k d1 24 CMAQ 12k d3 6
SMOKE 36k d2 24 CMAQ 4k d1 22
SMOKE 36k d3 6 CMAQ 4k d2 22
SMOKE 12k d1 5 CMAQ 4k d3 6
SMOKE 12k d2 5 POSTV 12k d1 18
SMOKE 12k d3 1 POSTV 12k d2 18
SMOKE 4k d1 4 POSTV 12k d3 5
SMOKE 4k d2 4 POSTV 4k d1 18
SMOKE 4k d3 1 POSTV 4k d2 18
CMAQ 36k d1 22 POSTV 4k d3 5

Table 1. AQF Execution Profile

In a 48 cpus machines, we partition them into three 16-
cpus partitions, which is p1, p2, p3, which simulate three
clusters.

5.2 local schedule performance

6 Related Works

A general-purpose application modeling and workflow
description language for distributed and grid applications
should satisfy below requirements from user point of views:
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Figure 5. An AQF Execution Schedule

1. Able to describe application dataflow logics and ad-
vanced control structures, such as loops and branches.
Dataflow constructs, for example, Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG), are the fundamental elements of a work-
flow language. The control logics are required for
workflows with dependencies that cannot be decided in
advance and can only be decided based on some run-
time parameters;

2. Description should model the original logics of an
application, requiring no additional translation from
users that can be done by software tools. For ex-
ample, if an application is defined in dataflow struc-
ture, description should not require users to extract the
control-flow in order to use the description language;

3. Defined languages should be easy-to-use for domain
users, requiring at most introductory knowledge of
grid computing.

6.1 Related Works

Workflow related works have been extensively studied
in [4], and there have been a number of efforts to provide
a modeling method to define the workflow of distributed
applications. Condor DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) [14]
allows the description of parent-child relationship of jobs,
thus provides the basics for building application workflows.
Gridbus workflow [5] describes application logics as DAGs
using XML-based workflow language (xWFL). But both
Condor DAG and Gridbus workflow do not handle runtime
control structures such as loops and branches, and work for
the applications whose workflow can be predefined stati-
cally. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [13],
which combine IBM WSFL [22] and Microsoft XLANG [8]
standard, is an XML-based workflow definition language
to describe enterprise business processes. BPEL is in low-
level web service level; additional extension and wrapping
development are needed to make it easy of use by grid
application owners. XScufl is a specific workflow defini-
tion language for Taverna project [21], but XScufl is too



fine grained and detailed for describing scientific applica-
tions. Abstract Grid Workflow Language (AGWL) [10]
“describes” application control flow using constructs of im-
perative programming style and it is powerful enough to
describe various complex application logics. But users are
required to specified the details of the control flow, such as
which modules can be parallel or sequentially executed. For
dataflow applications, users have to translate the dataflow
into control-flow to use AGWL.

Karajan of Globus CoG Kit [17] is a powerful workflow
system that includes a workflow description language and a
workflow engine. Similar as AGWL, Karajan workflow lan-
guage provides constructs for users to specify grid related
tasks, such as job execution and file transfer, and the execu-
tion flow of these tasks. Karajan workflow engine controls
the execution of these tasks based on the specification. But
using Karajan, users must know in advance the execution
hosts of the computation tasks, and the source and desti-
nation hosts of file transfers. Such scheduling-related in-
formation should be provided by a global-level metasched-
uler, which is not addressed in Karajan. Requesting users
to make decision about resource allocations in a dynamic
changing environment is impossible. So Karajan is more
suitable for a low-level workflow execution control, instead
of for high-level application modeling and metascheduling.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented GRACCE Application Mod-
eling and Description Language (GAMDL), a high level ab-
stract language for domain users to describe a grid-ready
application. GAMDL, motivated by AQF application, de-
scribes application dataflow structure so that users do not
need to “program” the application control-flow. GAMDL
is the basis for the integration between a grid metasched-
uler and workflow systems in GRACCE project. GAMDL
specifies a module job within application description, thus
job workflow could be easily constructed. The job spec-
ifications provide a rich set of information to help grid
metascheduler make resource-allocation decisions. Other
features of GAMDL include the use of mvproperty to easily
describe similar entities, and the ability to describe complex
control logics using conditioned properties and conditioned
pipes.

We are currently using GAMDL for other applications
and recommend users who have grid-ready applications to
try it. Revising is possible based on users’ comments and
our metascheduler development progress in GRACCE. We
are also investigating related semantic web standard [9] to
make GAMDL more expressive and powerful.
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